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SHRIVENKATESHMAHAVIDYALAYA,ICHALKARANJI 
 

Document of Best Practices implemented in the Academic Year 2020-21 
 

Planning and Implementation of curricular, co-curricular and the extracurricular activities 

are the essential components of the qualitative enrichment of the students’ learning 

experience. In thisregard the institution has been practicing certain definite activities and 

initiating some othersconsistently through the initiatives of CDC and IQAC. Besides 

following the set activities, theinstitution planned to execute the following activities in the 

academic year 2020-21 with specificefforts. 

1) Continuation of Professional Skills based Certificate Courses 
 

2) Present Yourself Digitally 
 

Best Practice I 
 

Title of the Practice: Continuation of Professional Skills based Certificate Courses 
 

Introduction:Developingemployabilityandprofessionalskillsofthestudentshasbeenseenasaneed of 

time. From the academicyear 2019-20 theinstitution planned to introduce the university approved 

skill and employability enrichment shorttermcourses. However due to pandemic situation the day 

today teaching learning procedure got affected at the largest level. In such situation helping 

students to sustain in the educational environment was crucial.  

Objectives of the Practice: 
 

1) Toprovide opportunities to develop employability skills  

2) Toencourage studentsto develop communication skills 

3) Toenhancetheprofessional skills of Accounting with Tally, income tax, and event 

management 

4) Valueadditiontothestudents’ personality development 
 

The Context:  

In the pandemic situation every sphere of life has got affected. In such a scenario keeping 

students update with the employable and professional skills was seen as an essential duty of the 

institution. Therefore, despite the adverse situation the institution tried to encourage students to 

enroll in these courses.  

 

The Practice: The following steps were taken to achieve the set objectives behind the practice. 

1) Proposals to University were sent for approval.  

2) Students at th etime of regular online classes were counseled the faculty and the 

benefits of the courses were conveyed to the students. 

3) Details of the courses were published in Prospectus of the college. 

4) The semester wise schedule of courses was planned and executed. 

5) Students were registered for respective courses through Google forms. 



6) Telegram groups of the respective courses were formed by the concerned course 

coordinator. 

7) Online Courses were conducted through Google Meet platform. 

8) Practical components of the courses were practiced when the rules and regulations of 

Covid 19 were relaxed by the government in observance of social distancing. 

9) Intotal7ProfessionalSkillsbasedCourseswereintroducedintheacademicyear 2020-21. 

Success Rate: 

1) In spite of the pandemic situation 225 students registered for the courses. 

2) The content of the course enriched their knowledge of Degree Courses as the courses like “E-

Banking and E-Payment” or “Introduction to Income Tax”providedadditional and 

advancecomponents in the syllabus. 

3) The Courses like Personality Development and Communication and Presentation Skills helped 

to receive the value addition to their basic Degree Programme. 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required: 
 

Problems: 
 

1) Continuous lockdown situation lengthened the course duration and commencement and 

closure of them.  

2) Sometimes students though registered for courses could not join due to network issues and 

availability of smartphone that affected their status of the compliance of the course. 

ResourcesRequired: 
 

1) InternetConnectivity 

2) LanguageLaboratory 

3) Online methods and resources in case of the compliance of certain course work. 

 

BestPracticeII 
 

Title: Present Yourself Digitally 

 

Introduction: The pandemic situation of the Covid 19 and the subsequent lockdown 

announced in March 2020 has affected the world in an unmeasurable way. It questioned the 

adequacy of the existing means and modes of communication. However, it also opened up 

several new possibilities of exploring other means of communication at the same time. 

Education field is no exception to it. The virtual classrooms started to help teachers bring 

the whole arena of teaching process at their hand. But we know that until student steps into 

that world the complete exercise of teaching process remains unfulfilled. Shri Venkatesh 

Mahavidyalaya has always been a student centric institution that provides its students 

various opportunities to widen their learning experience. In the pandemic situation physical 

co-curricular and extra-curricular classroom activities were not possible. Inspite of that the 

institution encouraged students to utilize the digital modes to participate and enhance their 

learning experience. 



Objectives of the Practice: 
 

1) To help students sustain in the learning mainstream in the pandemic affected environment 

2) To encourage use of IT for communication  

3) To help students explore e resources for widening their learning experiences 

4) To provide them opportunities of participation in self expression 

5) To make them aware of the soft skills relevant to digital world 

The Context: 

Online learning was inevitable in the academic year 20-21. It was challenging on the part of 

students especially for the newly admitted students. They had a very little exposure to the 

teaching learning mechanism of the institution. Sometimes there were issues regarding 

internet range and availability of smartphones. In such cases providing them opportunities to 

participate actively in the virtually communicated world was one of the essential needs of the 

students. 
 

The Practice: 
 

1) The institution formed Class wise and Association wise telegram groups for student. 

2) Online Competitions and activities were communicated through them. 

Students were guided to use modes of IT for e-communication such as preparing PPt Slides, 

Videos, Sending text files through e mail attachments or telegram group               

 

The technical guidance was provided to the students whenever necessary. 

  Due to very conscious efforts taken by the faculty the institution could encourage 

students to participate in this whole endeavour. In the academic year 2020-21 students 

participated in the following activities through digital mode by using IT tools. 

 

A) Speech Presentation in the virtual class on ‘Celebration of Teachers’ Day’ 

B) Preparation of Videos on the topic “Most memorable Book in My Life” on the occasion of 

‘VachanPrerana Divas’. 

C) Participation in Wall paper Competition, making Slogan Competition based on Effects of 

Corona 

D) Preparing Sketches, Drawings on social issues and their e-communication 

E) Participation in Preparing Advertisement Competition 

F) Participation by preparing videos in singing and dance competitions 

G) Participation in online mode in the competitions such as Drawing rangoli, Mehandi, 

Hairstyle, English and Marathi handwriting, Elocution. 



 

The Success Rate: 

The practice became successful as lots of students participated in these activities and presented 

themselves digitally.  

The three of the girl students also participated in District level online Youth festival organized 

by the affiliating university and two of them achieved ranks in the district level competitions.  

One of the students named Prathamesh Indulkar was invited to deliver an online talk on 

environmental issues and human values in the institution organized programme. Now he has 

himself started preparing his own motivational videos and has been receiving a good response 

on social media. 
 

Problems Encountered: 
 

1) Availability of smart phones for students 

2) Technical issues related to internet range 
 

ResourcesRequired: 
 

1) Computers with internet facility 

2) Human resources to communicate and follow up the whole procedure. 
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